
General definitions:
Obiter dicta: (things said ‘by the way’ not binding) a judge’s expression of opinion uttered in
court or in written judgement, but not essential to the decision and therefore is not legally
binding as a precedent
Ratio decidendi: (the reason for the decision) the rule of law on which a judicial decision is
based
Appellant: (a person who brings an appeal to the higher court) a person who applies to a higher
court for a reversal of the decision of a lower court
Respondent: (a person who has to respond to an appeal brought by the appellant) a party against
whom a petition is filed, especially one in an appeal or a divorce case
Plaintiff: (the one who sues; the one whose right has been infringed) a person who brings a case
against another in a court of law
Defendant: (the one who is sued) an individual, company, or institution sued or accused in a
court of law
Precedent: a decision which is binding on the court of the same level or lower where similar
facts occur

Topic 2: The Law of Tort and Negligence
2.1 What is Tort?
Tort: Derived from “torts” and “tortus”, a latin term, it is defined as a civil (civil refers to a
person with the right to no harm) wrong.
Tortious: An act which is a civil wrong.
Tortfeasor: the party committing a tort or the wrong-doer.The modern term for a tortfeasor is the
“wrong doer”
Liability in tort: based on the concept of a legal duty not to injure other persons or their property
interests.

When harmed, the person who causes harm has infringed the victim’s rights. Legal/civil
action  will be taken in court to get monetary compensation. The victim will be the plaintiff
and the  other person will be the defendant.

Torts: Usually classified as either “intentional” or “unintentional’

Intentional Torts Unintentional Torts

Assult - act, words with unwanted language, fear Indifferent to effects of action or unaware of
consequences of action = tort of negligence

- Careless , no intention to carry out the
particular action

Battery - touch without their concent

Grievous bodily harm - wounded, broken bones,



serious permanent damage

False imprisonment - no serious permanent
damage

Defamation - harm their reputation

More information about defamation

Defamation is divided into libel and slander.

Libel - defamation in a permanent ( eg: in writing, print, film, radio or television boradcast ) tangible
goods

Slander - defamation in a non-permanent ( eg: an oral statement, in a video cassatte )

Defamation Act 1957, s 5 : In an action for slander in respect of words calculated to disparage ( play
down ) the plaintiff in any office, profession, calling, trade or business .. . Not necessary to allege or
prove special damage.

Defamation Act 1957, s 4: … words which impute ( represent )  unchastity or adultery to any woman
or girl shall not require special damage to render ( give)  them actionable ( giving sufficient reason
to take legal action )

2.2 Difference between tort and criminal law

Tort law Criminal law

Standard of proof Plaintiff (e.g plaintiff v.
defendant)

Civil Liability
→ balance of probabilities
(weigh evidence from both
sides)

Onus on State (offence against  the state e.g.
public offencer v.  the criminal)

Criminal Liability
→ beyond reasonable doubt (innocent
until proven guilty; the  defendant can
continue to raise  doubt to avoid getting
punished)

Sanctions and
remedies (Objectives)

Monetary compensation (due
to suffering losses)

Punishment e.g
imprisonment



2.3 Difference between contract and tort Contract

Tort

Obligations of the parties to the contract
arise from agreement between them. -
Sources of obligations that a person  has

consented to follow
- The consent must be given freely

2.4 What is the tort of negligence

No parties involved. Imposes standards of
conduct upon society as a whole.

- Obligations are imposed by the law -

Consent is not likely

Negligence: “Negligence is the omission to do something which the reasonable man, guided
upon those considerations which ordinarily regulate the conduct of human affairs, would do, or
do something which a prudent and reasonable man would not do.” - Blyth v Birmingham
Waterworks Co (1856) 11 Ex.781, per Alderson B

2.5 Elements of Negligence [4 steps]
Summary:

1. The defendant owed the plaintiff a duty of care. → Neighbour principle
2. The defendant has breached that duty of care. → Standard of care

3. Causation: The defendant’s act caused the plaintiff physical/mental harm
or  economic loss. → But for test

4. Remoteness of damage: Harm suffered by the plaintiff was reasonably foreseeable.
Finally: Check for defences

In depth:
1. Duty of Care

The defendant owes a duty of care to his neighbour.

The neighbour principle: “persons who are so closely and directly affected by my act
that I ought reasonably to have them in contemplation as long as so affected when I am
directing my mind to the acts or omissions that are called in question.” - Donoghue v
Stevenson [1932] HL

→ a test of reasonable foreseeability (reasonably see that someone can be hurt by
your  actions or omissions, these people will be your neighbours) and proximity (very
close  proximity of relationship; relationship between the defendant and the activity
which  caused harm to the claimant) The Law of Tort in Hong Kong (Butterworths



1995), p. 123.

Donoghue v Stevenson [1932] AC 562
The case involved Mrs Donoghue drinking a bottle of ginger beer in a café in Paisley, Renfrewshire.
A dead snail was in the bottle. She fell ill, and she sued the ginger beer manufacturer, Mr
Stevenson.  The House of Lords held that the manufacturer owed a duty of care to her, which was
breached,  because it was reasonably foreseeable that failure to ensure the product's safety would
lead to harm  to consumers. There was also a sufficiently proximate relationship between consumers
and product  manufacturers.
➔ The HoLs departed from the traditional view of imposing duty of care based on contractual

obligation.

→ English House of Lords decided a person could be liable for negligence even
though  there was no contract between them (thus, manufacturers and other chains of
supply  owe duty of care to the ultimate consumer; or road used to road user; or employer
to  employee[health and safety in the workplace])

→ Another example case:

Bourhill v Young [1943] AC 92
Mr Young had been negligently riding a motorcycle along a road, and was involved in a collision
with a car, fatally injuring him. At the time of the crash, Mrs Bourhill was about to leave a tram
which she had been riding, around 50 ft from the scene of the accident. She approached the scene
of
the accident, seeing the blood remaining from the crash. Mrs Bourhill, at the time, eight months
pregnant, later gave birth to a stillborn child, and claimed she had suffered nervous shock, stress
and sustained loss due to Mr Young.
➔ How extensive an individual's duty is to ensure others are not harmed by their activities. The

case established important boundaries on the scope of recovery for bystanders, or those
uninvolved with physical harm. Where a woman suffered psychiatric harm after walking onto
the scene of a motorcycle accident, she was deemed not to be a foreseeable victim, having not

been in immediate danger of physical harm. She was also physically outside the area of
foreseeable danger and this in itself was sufficient to prevent her from recovering.

2.5.1 Development of duty of care: Three-fold test

Caparo Industries plc v Dickman [1990] UKHL 2
A leading English tort law cause on the test for a duty of care. The House of Lords, following
the  Court of Appeal, set out a “three-fold test”. In order for a duty of care to arise in negligence:
1. Reasonable foresight of harm as a result of the defendant’s conduct (as
established in Donoghue v Stevenson)

2. Sufficient proximity of relationship (between plaintiff and defendant)
3. Fair just and reasonable to impose a liability



Imposing a duty of care in a new situation

To impose a duty of care in a new situation, the court must:

(a) adopt an incremental ( step by step ) approach;

(b) consider whether the salient ( important ) features of the matter gave rise to a duty of care

2.6 Negligent Misstatement
5 key elements to have a Special Relationship:

1. Defendant possesses a skill or expertise
2. Defendant voluntarily assumes responsibility for his statements (e.g. when D gets

payment)
3. Known user (e.g. there must be a direct transfer of information from D to P)
4. Known purpose
5. Reasonable reliance

Hedley Byrne & Co Ltd v Heller & Partners Ltd [1964]

Hedley Byrne were a firm of advertising agents. A customer, Easipower Ltd, put in a large order. Hedley
Byrne wanted to check their financial position, and creditworthiness, and subsequently asked their bank,
National Provincial Bank, to get a report from Easipower’s bank, Heller & Partners Ltd., who replied in
a letter that was headed, "without responsibility on the part of this bank"

It said that Easipower was, "considered good for its ordinary business engagements".

The letter was sent for free. Easipower went into liquidation, and Hedley Byrne lost £17,000 on contracts.
Hedley Byrne sued Heller & Partners for negligence, claiming that the information was given negligently
and was misleading. Heller & Partners argued there was no duty of care owed regarding the statements, and,
in any case, liability was excluded.

➔ The court found that the relationship between the parties was "sufficiently proximate" as to create a
duty of care. It was reasonable for them to have known that the information that they had given
would likely have been relied upon for entering into a contract of some sort. That would give rise,
the court said, to a "special relationship", in which the defendant would have to take sufficient care
in giving advice to avoid negligence liability. However, on the facts, the disclaimer was found to be
sufficient to discharge any duty created by Heller's actions. There were no orders for damages,
because, “A man cannot be said voluntarily to be undertaking a responsibility if at the very
moment  when he is said to be accepting it he declares that in fact he is not.”

Caparo Industries plc v Dickman [1990] 1 All ER 568

clarified that to fasten duty of care on advisor’ the advisee must establish not only the relationship of a neighbor (per

Donoghue v Stevenson) but also the relationship of proximity - which exists where 4 factors are present:

a.  the advice is required for a purpose, whether particularly specified or   generally described, which is made known
to the adviser at the time   when the advice is given;



b.  the adviser knows that the advice will be communicated to the advisee,   either specifically or as a member of an
ascertainable class, in order   that it should be used by the advisee for that purpose;

c  it is known that the advice so communicated is likely to be acted upon by the advisee for that purpose without
independent inquiry; and ,

d  the advisee has acted upon the advice to his or her detriment ( the state of being harmed or damaged )

2. Breach of Duty of Care
● To establish a breach of duty, the plaintiff has to show that defendant’s action have fallen

below the standard of care expected of him.
● Standard of care (can fluctuate) is “reasonable care”.

Factors affecting standard of care: Increased risk → more care needed

Reasonable care: The amount of care a reasonable man would give.
Reasonable man: An average member of society (e.g. when you are a brain surgeon, you
are compared to another brain surgeon)

→ “Reasonable man test”: How a reasonable person would have acted in the
circumstances?

Nettleship v Weston [1971] 2 QB 691
An English Court of Appeal judgment dealing with the breach of duty in negligence claims. In this
case the court had considered the question of the standard of care that should be applied to a
learner driver, and whether it should be the same as is expected of an experienced driver.

➔ The Court of Appeal, consisting of Lord Denning MR, Salmon LJ and Megaw LJ held that
applying a lower standard to the learner driver because the instructor was aware of her
inexperience would result in complicated shifting standards. It would imply, for example,
that an inexperienced doctor owed his patient a lower standard of care if the patient was
aware of his lack of experience. The standard of care for a learner driver would be the
usual standard applied to drivers: that of an experienced and skilled driver.

Paris v Stepney Borough Council [1951] 1 All ER 42

One-eyed mechanic. Removing rusted bolt from back axle of car. Employer negligent in failing to
provide and in not requiring the employee to use goggles.

Latimer v AEC Ltd [1953] 2 All ER 449

Heavy rain. Factory floor flooded. Film of oil. Purchased all available sawdust in village.  But still
insufficient to cover whole factory floor. Plaintiff walked over un-”sawdusted” portion of floor>
Injured. Was employer liable?



WHAT IS THE STANDARD OF CARE OWED?

‘..in advising the client who employs him the professional man owes a duty of care to exercise that standard of skill and

care appropriate to his professional status and will be liable ( responsible ) both in contract and in tort for all losses

which his client may suffer by reason of any breach of that duty.’

Caparo Industries plc v Dickman [1990] 2 AC 605, per Lord Bridge.

3. Causation
→ “but for” test: If you can show that “but for” the negligence the injury would not
have occurred → then the negligence is seen to have caused the injury and
causation  is established
→ there has to be a direct link between the injury caused by the defendant
to the  plaintiff; not applicable if there are multiple causes
**suffice that P proves that D’s action was one of the causes #intervening act: events/actions that
break  causation

Example Case:

1) Barnett v Chelsea & Kensington Hospital Management Committee [1968] 2 WLR 422
After their night shift as night-watchmen, at about 8 am on January 1, 1966, three people
went to the emergency department of the hospital run by the Chelsea & Kensington Hospital
Management Committee. (They had actually already visited this hospital at about 4 am
because one of them had been struck in the head with an iron bar by an intruder.) They spoke
to a nurse and told her that they had been vomiting since drinking tea at about 5 am. The
casualty officer, Dr Banerjee, did not see them. He advised the nurse, over the phone, that
they should go home and call their own doctors. One of them, Mr. Barnett, died about five
hours later from arsenic poisoning. Mrs. Barnett sued the hospital for negligence.
➔ The judge held that the hospital was not liable. Even if they were to have admitted Mr.
Barnett, there would have been little or no chance that the antidote would have prevented

his death (even proper treatment would not have saved him). Although the hospital had
breached the standard of care, that breach was held to not be a cause of Mr Barnett's

death. → Tort of negligence: due to actions

→ Negligent Misstatement: due to what you said, misinformation. Falls under tort
of  negligence

2) Robinson v Post Office [1974] 2 All ER 737
3) Chapel v Hart (1998) 72 ALJR 1344

Woman went to the ear, nose and throat specialist with a degenerative throat condition. Needed
surgery.She made it clear to the surgeon that she did not want to come out of surgery with a damaged
voice. Assured this will not happen. Surgery bungled- oesophagus perforated and infected. Treatment
failed to prevent the lady from being left with a badly damaged voice. Awarded damage of A$172,000
.Surgeon appealed.  Appealed dismissed



4. Remoteness
→ defendant is not liable for damage which the courts regard as too remote →
Remoteness rule for causation in negligence: A party can be held liable only
for loss that was reasonably foreseeable

Overseas Tankship (UK) Ltd v Morts Dock and Engineering Co Ltd (Wagon Mound No. 1)
[1961] UKPC 2
Overseas Tankship had a ship docked in Sydney Harbour. The crew had carelessly allowed furnace
oil to leak from their ship. The oil drifted under a wharf thickly coating the water and the shore
where other ships were being repaired. Hot metal produced by welders fell on floating cotton
waste which ignited the oil on the water. The wharf and ships moored there sustained substantial
fire damage. In an action by Mort's Dock for damages for negligence it was found as a fact that
the defendants did not know and could not reasonably have been expected to know that the oil
was capable of being set alight when spread on water. The dock owners knew the oil was there,
and continued to use welders.

➔ The Privy Council found in favour of the defendant, agreeing with the expert witness who
provided evidence that the defendant, in spite of the furnace oil being innately flammable,

could not reasonably expect it to burn on water. The Board indicated Morts would probably
have been successful if they had claimed damages for direct damage by the oil to the

slipway but this was minor and not part of the damages claimed. The Privy Council's
advice soundly disapproved the rule established in Re Polemis, as being "out of the current
of
contemporary thought" and held that to find a party liable for negligence the damage must
be reasonably foreseeable. The council found that even though the crew were careless and
breached their duty of care, the resulting extensive damage by fire was not foreseeable by a
reasonable person, although the minor damage of oil on metal on the slipway would have
been foreseeable.

2.6.1 Types of losses:
(a) Consequential economic loss arises from physical damage [ordinary proximity]
- Can be claimed
(b) Pure economic loss does not arise from physical damage; out of pocket/money [special

proximity]
- Cannot be claimed
- E.g. a missed flight due to a car accident which caused traffic
- The only exception is negligent advice


